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The scope of this audit was to analyze and document the Pandora Finance 
smart contract codebase for quality, security, and correctness.

Scope of the Audit

We have scanned the smart contract for commonly known and more  
specific vulnerabilities. Here are some of the commonly known  
vulnerabilities that we considered:

Checked Vulnerabilities

Re-entrancy 

Timestamp Dependence 

Gas Limit and Loops 

DoS with Block Gas Limit 

Transaction-Ordering Dependence 

Use of tx.origin 

Exception disorder 

Gasless send 

Balance equality 

Byte array 

Transfer forwards all gas 

ERC20 API violation 

Malicious libraries 

Compiler version not fixed 

Redundant fallback function 

Send instead of transfer 

Style guide violation 

Unchecked external call 

Unchecked math 

Unsafe type inference 

Implicit visibility level

Pandora Finance - Audit ReportQuillAudits
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Techniques and Methods
Throughout the audit of smart contract, care was taken to ensure:

The overall quality of code. 
Use of best practices. 
Code documentation and comments match logic and expected behaviour. 
Token distribution and calculations are as per the intended behaviour 
mentioned in the whitepaper. 
Implementation of ERC-20 token standards. 
Efficient use of gas. 
Code is safe from re-entrancy and other vulnerabilities. 

The following techniques, methods and tools were used to review all the 
smart contracts. 
 
Structural Analysis 
In this step, we have analysed the design patterns and structure of smart 
contracts. A thorough check was done to ensure the smart contract is 
structured in a way that will not result in future problems. 
 
Static Analysis 
Static analysis of smart contracts was done to identify contract 
vulnerabilities. In this step, a series of automated tools are used to test the 
security of smart contracts. 
 
Code Review / Manual Analysis 
Manual analysis or review of code was done to identify new vulnerabilities 
or verify the vulnerabilities found during the static analysis. Contracts were 
completely manually analysed, their logic was checked and compared 
with the one described in the whitepaper. Besides, the results of the 
automated analysis were manually verified. 
 
Gas Consumption 
In this step, we have checked the behaviour of smart contracts in 
production. Checks were done to know how much gas gets consumed 
and the possibilities of optimization of code to reduce gas consumption. 
 
Tools and Platforms used for Audit 
Remix IDE, Truffle, Truffle Team, Solhint, Mythril, Slither, Solidity statistic 
analysis, Theo.

Pandora Finance - Audit ReportQuillAudits
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Issue Categories
Every issue in this report has been assigned to a severity level. There are 
four levels of severity, and each of them has been explained below. 

High

Risk-level Description

Medium

Low

Informational

A high severity issue or vulnerability means that your smart 

contract can be exploited. Issues on this level are critical to the 

smart contract’s performance or functionality, and we 

recommend these issues be fixed before moving to a live 

environment.

The issues marked as medium severity usually arise because of 

errors and deficiencies in the smart contract code. Issues on 

this level could potentially bring problems, and they should still 

be fixed.

Low-level severity issues can cause minor impact and 
or are just warnings that can remain unfixed for now. 
It would be better to fix these issues at some point in 
the future.

These are severity issues that indicate an 
improvement request, a general question, a cosmetic 
or documentation error, or a request for information. 
There is low-to-no impact.

Number of issues per severity

Open

Type High

Closed

Acknowledged

Low

0 0

6

1

7

1

00

8

5

7

2

Medium Informational

Pandora Finance - Audit ReportQuillAudits
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Introduction 
On Feb 3, 2022 - Mar 28, 2022 - QuillAudits Team performed a security 
audit for Pandora Finance smart contracts.  

The code for the audit was taken from following the official link: 
https://github.com/Pandora-Finance/Modular-contract/tree/main

V Date Commit ID

1

2

3rd Feb

28th Mar

 909a567e961130e72214fde4dd2b68dc22b9ce02

d7cf31449b1c109a867bbd28d0830078155a9e9d

Pandora Finance - Audit ReportQuillAudits
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Issues Found – Code Review / Manual Testing

A. NFT Factory contract

High severity issues

No issues were found.

Medium severity issues

Low severity issues

A.1

A.2

Missing zero check 

Missing Error messages

Line Function - SellNFT()

37

Line Function - BuyNFT

51-54, 31 
and 107

Description 
Missing zero address check for _collectionAddress parameter in the 
SellNFT_byBid() function. Also there is missing zero value check for 
_price and _bidTime parameters in the same function. 
 
Remediation 
Add a require check for the same.

Status: Acknowledged 
Client's Comment: We have added require check for the collection 
address parameter. We can put _price & _bidTime check from frontend.

Pandora Finance - Audit ReportQuillAudits
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Description 
There are no error messages in the “require” statements that may lead 
to confusion on the client side.  
 
Remediation 
It is advised to add appropriate error messages.

Description 
Programming patterns that are harmless in centralized applications can 
lead to Denial of Service conditions in smart contracts when the cost of 
executing a function exceeds the block gas limit. 
 
Remediation 
Consider adding a require check to keep a check on the maximum size 
over which the for loop will run over. 
Refer - https://swcregistry.io/docs/SWC-128 

Status: Acknowledged 
Client's Comment: Due to constraints in contract size, we are going to 
add specific numeric code as error messages which points to error 
statements on the readme error table.

Status: Fixed 
Client's Comment: We’ve put a require check to limit the royalties array 
size to max 10.

A.3 For Loop over Dynamic Array

Line Code/Function

63

Pandora Finance - Audit ReportQuillAudits
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Informational Issues

A.4

A.5

Comparison with Boolean constant 

Transfer function used

Line Code/Function

51 & 53

Line Code/Function

66, 70, 71

Description 
Comparison with Boolean constants is not required. 
 
Remediation 
The variable itself can be directly used instead of comparing with a 
boolean constant. 
Refer - https://github.com/crytic/slither/wiki/Detector-
Documentation#boolean-equality

Description 
The transfer() and send() functions forward a fixed amount of 2300 gas. 
Historically, it has often been recommended to use these functions for 
value transfers to guard against reentrancy attacks. However, the gas 
cost of EVM instructions may change significantly during hard forks 
which may break already deployed contract systems that make fixed 
assumptions about gas costs. 
 
Remediation 
Use call instead of transfer. Refer - https://swcregistry.io/docs/SWC-134

Status: Fixed

Status: Fixed

Pandora Finance - Audit ReportQuillAudits
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B. Bid contract

High severity issues

B.1

B.2

Equality operator use instead of Assignment Operator 

Equality operator use instead of Assignment Operator 

Line Code/Function

88

Line Function - Bid

34

Description 
Double equality sign has been used instead of single equality sign(i.e. 
assignment operator). Doing so would result in the value of that  
variable to be the same as before leading to unintended results such as 
withdrawing the amount again even though it had already been 
withdrawn. 
 
Remediation 
It is recommended to use assignment operator properly

Description 
Double equality sign has been used instead of single equality sign(i.e. 
assignment operator). Doing so would result in the value of that variable 
to be the same as before leading to unintended results such as the price 
of the token never being set during bid. 
 
Remediation 
It is recommended to use assignment operator properly

Status: Fixed

Status: Fixed

Pandora Finance - Audit ReportQuillAudits
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Low severity issues

Medium severity issues

B.3

B.4

Description 
Missing zero address check for _collectionAddress parameter in the 
SellNFT_byBid() function. Also there is missing zero value check for 
_price and _bidTime parameters in the same function. 
 
Remediation 
Add a require check for the same.

Description 
In executeBidOrder() there are external calls made inside a loop. This 
could lead to Denial of Service and out of gas errors. 
 
Remediation 
Consider adding a require check to keep a check on the maximum size 
over which the for loop will run over.

Status: Partially Fixed

Missing zero check 

External calls made inside a Loop 

Line Function - SellNFT_byBid()

37

Line Function - executeBidOrder()

99

Status: Fixed 
Client's Comment: The maximum number of royalties can be 10, there's 
no need to add a require statement for checking the max iteration of the 
loop

Pandora Finance - Audit ReportQuillAudits
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B.5

Description 
It should be noted that block.timestamp can give you a sense of the 
current time or a time delta, however, they are not safe to use for most 
purposes. It can be manipulated and altered by miners by upto 15 
seconds. 
 
Remediation 
Usage of block.timestamp can lead to unexpected results. It is advised to 
use time based oracles instead.

Usage of block.timestamp 

Line Function - SellNFT_byBid()

19

Status: Acknowledged 
Client's Comment: We’ve acknowledged this issue, will update the 
status once fixed

Informational Issues

B.6 Transfer and send functions used

Line Code/Function

102, 106, 
107, 122

Description 
The transfer() and send() functions forward a fixed amount of 2300 gas. 
Historically, it has often been recommended to use these functions for 
value transfers to guard against reentrancy attacks. However, the gas 
cost of EVM instructions may change significantly during hard forks 
which may break already deployed contract systems that make fixed 
assumptions about gas costs.

Pandora Finance - Audit ReportQuillAudits
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Remediation 
Use call instead of transfer. 
Refer- https://swcregistry.io/docs/SWC-134

Status: Fixed

B.7 Comparison with Boolean constant 

Line Code/Function

17&18 
 
 
 
 

80&81 
 
 
 
 
 

126

Description 
Comparison with Boolean constants is not required. 
 
Remediation 
The variable itself can be directly used instead of comparing with a 
boolean constant. 
Refer -  https://github.com/crytic/slither/wiki/Detector-
Documentation#boolean-equality

Status: Fixed

Pandora Finance - Audit ReportQuillAudits
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C. Bid1155 contract

High severity issues

C.1 Equality operator use instead of Assignment Operator 

Line Function - Bid

86

Description 
Double equality sign has been used instead of single equality sign(i.e. 
assignment operator). Doing so would result in the value of that  
variable to be the same as before leading to unintended results such as 
withdrawing the amount again even though it had already been 
withdrawn. 
 
Remediation 
It is recommended to use assignment operator properly

Status: Fixed

Medium severity issues

C.2 Missing zero check 

Line Function - SellNFT_byBid()

37

Description 
Missing zero address check for _collectionAddress parameter in the 
SellNFT_byBid() function. Also there are missing zero value checks for 
_price and _amount parameters in the same function. 
 
Remediation 
Add a require check for the same.

Status: Fixed

Pandora Finance - Audit ReportQuillAudits
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Low severity issues

C.3

Status: Fixed 
Client's Comment: The maximum number of royalties can be 10, there's 
no need to add a require statement for checking the max iteration of the 
loop.

Description 
In executeBidOrder() there are external calls made inside a loop. This 
could lead to Denial of Service and out of gas errors. 
 
Remediation 
Consider adding a require check to keep a check on the maximum size 
over which the for loop will run over.

External calls made inside a Loop 

Line Function - executeBidOrder()

100

Informational Issues

C.4 Transfer and send functions used

Line Code/Function

100, 104, 
105,115

Pandora Finance - Audit ReportQuillAudits
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Description 
The transfer() and send() functions forward a fixed amount of 2300 gas. 
Historically, it has often been recommended to use these functions for 
value transfers to guard against reentrancy attacks. However, the gas 
cost of EVM instructions may change significantly during hard forks 
which may break already deployed contract systems that make fixed 
assumptions about gas costs. 
 
Remediation 
Use call instead of transfer. Refer - https://swcregistry.io/docs/SWC-134

Status: Fixed

C.5 Missing Revert statement

Line Function - withdrawBidMoney

111

Description 
On failure of send in the withdrawBidMoney() function in NFTBid 
contract, there is revert statement but on the failure of send in the 
NFTBid1155 withdrawBidMoney() function, there is no revert statement.  
 
Remediation 
It is advised to add the corresponding revert statement for 
withdrawBidMoney() function in NFTBid1155 as well.

Status: Fixed

Pandora Finance - Audit ReportQuillAudits
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C.6 Comparison with Boolean constant 

Line Code/Function

15&16 
 
 
 
 

72&73 
 
 
 
 
 

116

Description 
Comparison with Boolean constants is not required. 
 
Remediation 
The variable itself can be directly used instead of comparing with a 
boolean constant. 
Refer -  https://github.com/crytic/slither/wiki/Detector-
Documentation#boolean-equality

Status: Fixed

Pandora Finance - Audit ReportQuillAudits
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D. NFTFactoryContract1155

High severity issues

No issues were found.

Medium severity issues

Description 
Missing zero address check for _collectionAddress parameter in the 
sellNFT() function. Also there is missing zero value check for _price and 
_amount parameters in the same function. 
 
Remediation 
Add a require check for the same

Status: Partially Fixed

D.1 Missing zero check 

Line Function - sellNFT

75

No issues were found.

No issues were found.

Low severity issues

Informational Issues

Pandora Finance - Audit ReportQuillAudits
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E. Token Factory contract

High severity issues

No issues were found.

Medium severity issues

Description 
Missing zero address check for _address and _feeAddress parameters in 
the initialize() function. 
 
Remediation 
Add a require check for the same

Description 
initialize() function defined in the TokenFactory contract fails to run and 
the PNDC address and fee Address cannot be set. 

Status: Fixed

E.1

E.2

Missing zero check 

Function failed to run

Line Function - initialize

15

Line Function - initialize

15

Pandora Finance - Audit ReportQuillAudits
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No issues were found.

No issues were found.

Low severity issues

Informational Issues

Status: Fixed

Remediation 
Refer - https://docs.openzeppelin.com/contracts/4.x/
upgradeable#multiple-inheritance to resolve this issue.

Pandora Finance - Audit ReportQuillAudits
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F. TokenFactoryContract1155

High severity issues

No issues were found.

Medium severity issues

Please refer to issue E1. The same exists in this contract on the same 
function - initialize() 

Description 
initialize() function defined in the TokenFactory contract fails to run and 
the PNDC1155 address and fee Address cannot be set. 

Status: Fixed

F.1

F.2

Missing zero check 

Function failed to run

Line Function - initialize

15

Status: Fixed

Remediation 
Refer - https://docs.openzeppelin.com/contracts/4.x/
upgradeable#multiple-inheritance to resolve this issue.

No issues were found.

No issues were found.

Low severity issues

Informational Issues

Pandora Finance - Audit ReportQuillAudits
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G. TokenERC721 contract

High severity issues

Description 
Anyone can call batchMint() function as there has been no access 
control modifier used. 
 
Remediation 
Use appropriate access control modifiers such as Openzeppelin 
onlyOwner or Roles

G.1 Broken Access Control 

Line Code/Function

44

Status: Fixed

Medium severity issues

No issues were found.

Pandora Finance - Audit ReportQuillAudits
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Low severity issues

G.2 For loop over dynamic array

Line Code/Function

100

Description 
Programming patterns that are harmless in centralized applications can 
lead to Denial of Service conditions in smart contracts when the cost of 
executing a function exceeds the block gas limit.  
 
Remediation 
Consider adding a require check to keep a check on the maximum size 
over which the for loop will run over. 
Refer- https://swcregistry.io/docs/SWC-128 

Status: Fixed

Status: Fixed

Informational Issues

G.3 TokenERC721 contract does not need to inherit from ERC721, because 
it inherits ERC721Enumerable which already inherits from ERC721.

Pandora Finance - Audit ReportQuillAudits
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H. TokenERC1155 contract

High severity issues

H.1 Broken Access Control 

Line Code/Function - setTokenUri() and burn()

29&44

Description 
Anyone can call setTokenUri() function as there has been no access 
control modifier used and  the burn() function also. An attacker can burn 
any NFTs that they do not own. 
 
Remediation 
Use appropriate access control modifiers such as Openzeppelin 
onlyOwner or Roles

Status: Fixed

Status: Fixed

Medium severity issues

No issues were found.

Please refer to H.2 for Proof-of-concept, Description, and Remediation as 
both of these contracts have the same issue in the same function 
_setRoyaltiesArray()

Low severity issues

H.2 For loop over dynamic array

Pandora Finance - Audit ReportQuillAudits
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Status: Fixed

Informational Issues

H.3 TokenERC1155 contract does not need to inherit from ERC1155, because 
it inherits ERC1155Supply which already inherits from ERC1155.

Pandora Finance - Audit ReportQuillAudits
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I. PNDC_ERC721 contract

High severity issues

Description 
Anyone can do batchMint() and anyone can do safeMint() as there has 
been no access control modifier used. 
 
Remediation 
Use appropriate access control modifiers such as Openzeppelin 
onlyOwner or Roles

I.1 Broken Access Control 

Line Code/Function - safeMint() and batchMint()

26 & 39

Medium severity issues

No issues were found.

Status: Acknowledged

Pandora Finance - Audit ReportQuillAudits
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Low severity issues

I.2 For loop over dynamic array

Line Code/Function - _setRoyaltiesByTokenId()

100

Description 
Programming patterns that are harmless in centralized applications can 
lead to Denial of Service conditions in smart contracts when the cost of 
executing a function exceeds the block gas limit.  
 
Remediation 
Consider adding a require check to keep a check on the maximum size 
over which the for loop will run over.

Status: Fixed

Informational Issues

No issues were found.

Pandora Finance - Audit ReportQuillAudits
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J. PNDC_ERC1155 contract

High severity issues

Description 
Anyone can do batchMint() and anyone can do safeMint() as there has 
been no access control modifier used. 

Remediation 
Use appropriate access control modifiers such as Openzeppelin 
onlyOwner or Roles

J.1 Broken Access Control

Line Code/Function - setTokenUri() and burn()

29 & 48

Medium severity issues

No issues were found.

Status: Acknowledged

Pandora Finance - Audit ReportQuillAudits
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Low severity issues

J.2 For loop over dynamic array

Line Code/Function - _setRoyaltiesByTokenId()

100

Description 
Programming patterns that are harmless in centralized applications can 
lead to Denial of Service conditions in smart contracts when the cost of 
executing a function exceeds the block gas limit.  
 
Remediation 
Consider adding a require check to keep a check on the maximum size 
over which the for loop will run over.

Status: Fixed

Informational Issues

No issues were found.

Pandora Finance - Audit ReportQuillAudits
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K. Common issues for NFTFactoryContract, 
NFTFactoryContract1155, PNDC_ERC721, 
PNDC_ERC1155, TokenERC721 and TokenERC1155

High severity issues

No issues were found.

No issues were found.

No issues were found.

Medium severity issues

Low severity issues

Informational Issues

K.1

K.2

Transfer Ownership to undesired address

Renounce Ownership

Description 
Owner can accidently transfer ownership to an undesired address.  
 
Remediation 
It is advised to make transfer Ownership a two step process. Refer this 
post for additional info- Here

Description 
Owner can accidently renounce ownership and immediately lose control 
of all the privileged role functions 
 
Remediation 
It is advised that the Owner cannot call renounceOwnership without 
first transferring ownership to a different address.  Alternatively, the 
Renounce Ownership functionality can be disabled by overriding it. 
Refer this post for additional info- Here

Status: Acknowledged

Status: Acknowledged

Pandora Finance - Audit ReportQuillAudits
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K.3

K.4

K.5

Upgradeable contracts are complex to maintain security wise. It can 
be seen that multiple inheritance has been used in contracts with a 
complex structure. It is advised to do thorough testing of the contracts 
including unit testing by the team.

Floating pragma is used across the codebase. It is advised to lock the 
solidity compiler version instead.

Do not leave an implementation contract uninitialized during final 
deployment. An uninitialized implementation contract can be taken 
over by an attacker, which may impact the proxy. You can either invoke 
the initializer manually, or you can include a constructor to 
automatically mark it as initialized when it is deployed: 
    /// @custom:oz-upgrades-unsafe-allow constructor 
    constructor() initializer {}

Status: Acknowledged

Status: Acknowledged

Status: Acknowledged

Pandora Finance - Audit ReportQuillAudits
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Automated Tests

Slither

Pandora Finance - Audit ReportQuillAudits
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Mythril

No issues were reported by Mythril.

Pandora Finance - Audit ReportQuillAudits
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Closing Summary
Numerous issues of high,medium and low severity were discovered 
during the initial audit. At the end, most of the issues were Fixed, and 
some were acknowledged by the Pandora Finance team.

Pandora Finance - Audit ReportQuillAudits
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Disclaimer
QuillAudits smart contract audit is not a security warranty, investment 
advice, or an endorsement of the Pandora Finance platform. This audit 
does not provide a security or correctness guarantee of the audited smart 
contracts.

The statements made in this document should not be interpreted as 
investment or legal advice, nor should its authors be held accountable for 
decisions made based on them. Securing smart contracts is a multistep 
process. One audit cannot be considered enough. We recommend that the 
Pandora Finance Team put in place a bug bounty program to encourage 
further analysis of the smart contract by other third parties.

Pandora Finance - Audit ReportQuillAudits
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